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Abstract
Feasibility of the demand for native or native hybrid chicken for commercial in
community level: Case studies in Sakon Nakhon province to study demand of roasted chick and
native chick market including supply chain. It was founded that demand percentage of native or
native hybrid chicken in Phangkon and Muang District, Sakon Nakhon Province were lowest and
low levels at 64.29 and 35.71%, respectively. The data from native farmer showed that they were
not sure about native chick production to support their markets (33.33 and 50%, respectively) due
to bird flu spread around area of Sakon Nakhon Province. The supplier of flense chicken to
roasted chick market showed the possibilities of native or native hybrid chicken to make roasted
chick are not sure because C chicken (male layer) is cheaper (Phangkon market). However, in
Muang market should be possible. The seller of native in fresh market was interested in native or
native hybrid chicken 60 % for Phangkon District. In contrast, seller in Muang District is not
interested in these products 71.43%. Also they gave reason that the amount of native chicken in
the Village is enough to support local market, if they encourages farmer to provided Native or
Native hybrid chicken. It might be over supported to the market and also make price was
decreased.
Data of the consumer demand in Phangkon and Muang district showed that the reasons of
consumers to choose roasted chicks were taste, clean, reasonable price and appetizing,
respectively. They bought roasted chick 1-2 pieces each time (60-80 bath). Moreover, they were
interested in native or native hybrid chicken as well. However, price should not be more than 10%
from. Priorities of consumers to choose roasted chicks were as following: 1stnative chicken,
2ndhybrid chicken and 3rdthree breed chicken, respectively. Factors of consumer to make decision
to buy products were detail of products were high to very high level.
The supply chain of roasted chick in Phangkon market was only C chicken to supported
roasted chick as following: company to supplier and then to the roasted chick maker. In Muang
market found that almost roasted chick used broiler chickens more than C chicken 75 and 25%,
respectively. They receive chicken from company then slaughter and send to roasted chick maker.
The results of fresh market in both districts were observed that the supplier is collected native
chicken in the Village by 4 months a time in each Village.

